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 REVIEWS 373

 takes the form of caprice, an official despotism softened by corruptibility
 and humours, very comprehensible to populations who would govern in
 just the same way if once they had the command. Half the Russian
 corruption, nay a quarter or a tenth of it, would ruin our State, but the
 Russian organism can stand much, very much, as the war shows. Even
 new revolutionary movements, should they appear, as is very possible, will
 indeed curb the Russian strength for a moment, and will disturb the
 machinery of government, but according to all historical experience they
 will in no sense mean the end, for they too are in keeping with the whole
 character.

 " How differently the Englishman administers his world ! He requests
 so long as it is possible, instead of commanding. His sea and colonial
 empire, scattered over all parts of the earth, is organized quite without
 system, just as the history of each world province and the chance process
 of its acquisition has brought it about. . . . The English elasticity consists
 in this: that what we call principles, it regards as working methods, an
 instructive, calm adaptability among its leading men, combined with an
 unshakable self-confidence. . . .

 " The American State works in yet another way. It is the most non-
 military human organism that has ever existed. . . . [This was in 1916.]
 The concept of majority rule prevails everywhere as a matter of course
 and justifies itself as a State machinery on the whole, in spite of all the
 troublesome accessories which must be taken with it as part of the bargain.
 For with an unconditional principle of majority rule the formation of a
 majority becomes a profitable business. . . But the American can live
 politically even with these methods of his, for, as we have already said else?
 where, he has the voyage across the ocean behind him, is a modern
 utilitarian, and wants above all neat transparent formulae. . . ."

 Such is the cream of this instructive and entertaining book, but not
 easy to separate, for the whole is rich in information most nourishing for
 all students of political geography. If we feel confident that his main
 thesis is unsound, we may demolish him with his own words ; but we shall
 be better equipped for the future if we mark well the subtlety under the
 frankness of this very intelligent foe.

 REVIEWS
 ASIA

 Cathay and the Way Thither : A Collection of Mediaeval Notes of China.?
 Edited by Colonel Sir Henry Yule. New edition by Professor Henri
 Cordier. London : Hakluyt Society. 1913-16. Price {to members of the
 Hakluyt Society) ?3.
 Sir Henry Yule's ' Marco Polo ' was issued in a new edition by M. Henri

 Cordier fourteen years ago. Much more recently a similar reissue of ' Cathay
 and the Way Thither' by the same editor was commenced (the first volume
 of this was reviewed some time ago in the Geographical Journal), and now
 we have the completion of this famous ' Collection of Mediaeval Notices of
 China5 in its altered form.

 Professor Cordier considers it superfluous to praise a work which has for
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 so long been a vade-mecum (c the vade-wecum,1 in his words) 4of all those
 engaged in the study of the Far East in the Middle Ages. All who know
 this field, in any degree, will agree with him in accepting 'Cathay' as an
 indispensable guide to students of the exploration, history, and historical
 geography, not only of China and Central Asia, but often of other ports of
 the great continent. Yet it may not be superfluous for some of us to be
 reminded how much sound learning and true knowledge was lost to the
 world in Colonel Yule; how admirably was blended in him the true scholar
 and the man of the world ; how remarkable are the keenness and depth of
 his insight and the sanity of his judgment; and how striking is his superiority,
 in these last respects, over most specialists.

 In this edition notes have been freely added, and occasionally portions of
 new material have been interpolated in the text, or substituted for the text of
 the old form. To the " Preliminary Essay" (vol. i is now entirely occupied
 by this) a new and most serviceable chapter on Central Asia, and some
 additional " Supplemental Notes" have been added, founded on recent
 researches, such as those of Aurel Stein, E. Chavannes, and Paul Pelliot.
 The beginning of the chapter on the " Chinese Knowledge of the Roman
 Empire " has been entirely recast.

 M. Cordier claims that the new information has increased the work from

 two volumes to four. But it may be noticed in passing that the new edition
 is (in part at least) in larger type?thus the " Preliminary Essay " in the old
 form had several, lines more to a page and rather more in a line ; and that the
 new four volumes are decidedly smaller than the old two?roughly 1360 new
 pages answer to the 900 old.

 The new material, though sometimes, perhaps, it might have been arranged
 in better form (as in the fresh opinions given, with rather confusing effect, upon
 the origin of the name of " China," both in refutation and confirmation of
 Yule's original suggestions), is often most valuable. Thus the use of Kiepert's
 paper, " Ueber Pegolotti's Vorder-Asiatisches Itinerar," in the Pegolotti
 section, and of M. Cordier's own work on Odoric, throws new light upon both
 these important writings. The new chapter on Central Asia, and the recasting
 of the treatment of the early Chinese knowledge of the Roman Empire
 (drearily pedantic though the presentation of the latter may be in the new
 form) are very welcome. And in every part of * Cathay ' most useful and sug?
 gestive additions are made to the original material.

 C. Raymond Beazley.

 Note.?Wt must add?what Professor Beazley could not very well say
 himself?that Professor Cordier's treatment of the work of a great English
 scholar has one singular defect : it virtually ignores the contributions to the
 subject made since Yule's time by another English scholar. Professor
 Beazley has given, in his well-known work * The Dawn of Modern Geography,5
 the fruits of many years' study of all the ground covered by explorers or
 writers in the body of Yule's * Cathay '?Friar Odoric, John of Monte Corvino,
 Andrew of Perugia, John de Cora, Pegolotti, Ibn Batuta, John de' Marignolli ;
 yet it is only to his work on the last-named that Professor Cordier refers in
 ariy way. The omission is most conspicuous in the matter of Friar Odoric,
 to whom Professor Beazley devoted more than forty pages of his book, based
 on the study of twenty manuscripts in different libraries of Europe, followed
 by a minute examination of his journey. The neglect of his study of Cosmas
 ?apart from a mere bibliographical reference?is also curious. Hakluyt was
 led to the compilation of the * Principal Voyages' by his experience during
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 five years in France with Sir Edward Stafford that the enterprises of the
 English are " either ignominiously reported, or exceedingly condemned ; " and
 that he found no man " to have care to recommend to the world, the industrious
 labors, and painefull travels of our countrey men." It is therefore doubly
 unfortunate that a work issued by the Hakluyt Society should be chargeable
 with neglect of the Englishman who< is most conspicuous in recent years for
 his labours in mediaeval geography.?Ed. G.J.

 Gurkhas.? Lieut.-Colonel Eden Vansittart, 2/1 oth Gurkha Rifles, revised by
 Major B. U. Nicolay, i/4th Gurkha Rifles. Calcutta: Supt. Govt. printing,
 India. 1915. 2s. od.
 Among the " forbidden lands " mentioned in the last Presidential Address

 is that which contains the highest mountain in the world, which has as yet
 been studied from a long distance only. Nor is it to the mountaineer alone
 that a fuller knowledge of Nipal is an object of the greatest interest. The
 topography of the State is known only in the vaguest outline ; its resources and
 the social life of its inhabitants outside the capital are to the foreigner little
 more than matters of hearsay. The residence and even the visits of Europeans
 are as rigorously discouraged as they were a century ago. The author quotes
 a local saying to the effect that " With the merchant comes the musket, and
 with the Bible comes the bayonet." The main link between India and Nipal,
 officially, is the purely military one of the permission by the latter for a definite
 number ofthe military classes to be recruited annually into the British Indian
 army, and no more. The value of this contingent has been proved again and
 again. During their most recent appearance in Europe, for instance, it was
 the Gurkhas who won the first sight of the Dardanelles from Chanak Bair.
 There are, however, Gurkhas and Gurkhas, and the object of this work is
 to promote the selection of the best material by those who have not had the
 opportunities of the author for ascertaining the necessary criteria. Acquaint-
 ance with the clan and family nomenclature seems to be required besides
 that of the tribe, together with the names of the localities to which the best
 supply of the Magar, Gurung, Khas, and Thakur blood is restricted. The
 history of the State has also to be studied, and the compilation from recognized
 authorities given in the narrative portion of the book will be read with interest
 by students of geography and ethnology, as well as by those, for whom it was
 more especially intended. J. A. B.
 AFRICA

 Le Maroc: Geographie, Histoire, Mise en Valeur.? Victor Piquet. Paris :
 Armand Colin, 1917. Pp. x. and 464. Maps. 6fr.
 M. Victor Piquet, whose previous researches into the history of Africa

 Minor and the work of France in Algeria and Tunisia gained for him a
 deserved reputation for thoroughness and lucidity, has now written in moderate
 compass a clear, comprehensive and trustworthy account of Morocco. The
 volume is divided into three parts?geography, history, and administration and
 economics. The geographical section is based mainly on the labours of
 M. Louis Gentil and deals adequately, for general purposes, with the main
 physical features of the country. The history section, a risutni of known facts,
 is purposely colourless in describing political changes since the Anglo-French
 agreement of 1904. It includes ethnological notes, in which M. Piquet rightly
 insists on the importance of remembering that in Morocco the Berbers have
 been less influenced by Islam than in the other Barbary states. It is interest?
 ing to note that, ethnographically, he confines the term " Moors" to the
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